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Abstract
As concrete durability becomes a higher priority for departments of transportation’s
acceptability of concrete for bridge decks, consideration of resistance to the penetration of
chloride ions has become a key consideration in defining durability. For years the “Rapid
Chloride Ion Penetration (RCP) test has been the accepted standard to measure penetrability of
concrete to chloride ions. With the movement to use chloride ion penetrability as a part of
acceptance criteria for a concrete mix, use of the newer and easier Surface Resistivity (SR) test
as an alternative to the slower, more complicated “Rapid Chloride Ion” test became a desirable
option. Most of the test results reported in this thesis were from SR tests.
This thesis reports the results of extensive tests on concrete specimens cast in the lab and
in the field from work on the I-40 Bridge over the French Broad River. While the emphasis was
on testing with the SR meter, both SR and RCP tests were performed. When evaluating
lightweight concrete, several of the variables that affect both of these tests became evident. The
specimen saturation, cement brand, curing method, and time of curing all affected the results.
The research concluded that lightweight concrete can be as durable as normal weight concrete,
but measured values of chloride ion permeability take longer to reach a predetermined
acceptance level. The benefit of internal curing helps lightweight curing make up for the porous
aggregate. However, this research did raise important questions about the higher quality control
needed for lightweight concrete in mixing, placing and finishing. When evaluating lightweight
concrete using Surface Resistivity testing, several precautions should be taken to ensure
consistent, reliable and accurate results, including the important consideration of proper curing
until the time that SR readings are taken.
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1.0 Introduction
Recognition of the need for durable concrete in bridge decks is hardly new; however, an
enhanced recognition and a commitment to improve durability have increased significantly in the
past two decades. Research directed toward achieving more durable concrete for use in bridge
decks has been ongoing at The University of Tennessee (UT) for the past twelve years, which
was limited to normal weight concrete (NWC). “Durability” of the concrete tested in that
research was assessed by measuring the concrete’s resistance to the penetration of chloride ions.
The results of that research led to some important conclusions which influenced the research
reported in this thesis, namely, (1) chloride ion penetrability can be accurately assessed by using
a meter to measure Surface Resistivity (SR), a method which supplants a more established but
very time consuming test measure called the Rapid Chloride Ion Penetration (RCP) test; (2) a
ternary blend concrete mixture consisting of cement, ground granulated blast furnace slag
(generally referred to simply as slag), and fly ash is far more resistant to the penetration of
chloride ions than a mix containing only cement or the more typical mixture of cement and fly
ash.
There are occasions where lightweight aggregate concrete is used on bridge decks. One
common use is for decks which must be replaced, typically because of either deterioration of the
deck or the widening of the bridge, and the load on the bridge needs to be reduced. One such
bridge is the I-40- Bridge over the French Broad River near Knoxville, Tennessee. In research
sponsored by the Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT), researchers in the
Department of Civil Engineering at UT have worked with TDOT officials to assess the quality of
lightweight concrete that was placed on that bridge. That work, enhanced and extended beyond
1

the specific addressing of concrete quality on that specific bridge, is the basis of the research
reported in this thesis.
True “lightweight”, referred to in ACI-318 14 as All Lightweight (American Concrete
Institute, 2011), concrete consists of lightweight fine aggregate as well as lightweight coarse
aggregate. The more commonly used mixture with normal weight fine aggregate and lightweight
coarse aggregate is typically referred to as “sand-lightweight” concrete. In this thesis the term
“lightweight concrete” (LWC) denotes concrete with normal weight sand and lightweight coarse
aggregate. The lightweight coarse aggregate used in the concrete in this thesis was lightweight
slate manufactured by Carolina Stalite.
The scope of testing on this project consisted of tests of the resistance to the
penetration of chloride ions as measured primarily by surface resistivity (SR) tests, with some
RCP tests and shrinkage tests. The compressive strength was also measured, but reaching the
4,000 psi required by the project specifications was very rarely an issue.
The main focus of the research was on the chloride ion permeability of
lightweight concrete. The RCP and SR tests are electrical indications of how well the concrete
will protect the reinforcing steel from corrosive environments. These test measures are,
essentially, inversely proportional to each other. The SR test measures the resistivity of the
specimen compared to conductance measured by the RCP. To confirm the validity of the values
obtained from the SR meter for lightweight concrete, a plot was made to determine the
correlation between these two test results for TDOT’s future testing of field samples, as it is a
much simpler and faster test to conduct.
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Shrinkage measurements help to evaluate the potential for shrinkage cracking to occur.
For the shrinkage testing, accelerated shrinkage using a hot and dry environment was used.
Shrinkage cracking could negatively affect the durability of the deck, as the cracks provide
channels for potential hazards into the deck and closer to reinforcing steel.
The overall objective of the proposed research was to assess the effectiveness and
feasibility of using lightweight concrete on bridge decks, not only as replacement decks, but
potentially as original decks in certain situations. Within this overall objective, there were three
primary objectives: (1) Assess and monitor the ongoing performance of lightweight concrete
decks currently in service; (2) assess, by appropriate SR and RCP tests, the quality of the
concrete placed in the I-40 deck over the French Broad River in Tennessee (3) Identify a
minimum SR value that can be specified in a design mix for lightweight concrete.” This thesis
addresses all of these stated objectives.
As documented in the review of literature herein, testing has shown that LWC and NWC
have many similarities but are still strikingly different, primarily caused by a significantly lighter
and more porous coarse aggregate. This project was directed toward obtaining a better
understanding of those differences and how they affect the durability of concrete placed on
bridge decks. The following chapters present a thorough review of available literature on the
subject and a description of the experimental effort to evaluate the durability of LWC as defined
primarily by SR testing. The results obtained from testing and conclusions drawn from those
results are presented.
From an environmental point of view, increasing the durability of bridge decks is
important for two reasons: (1) maintenance costs are reduced and (2) this increased durability
3

reduces the amount of cement which will be produced. As the production of Portland cement
produces roughly 5% of carbon emissions in the United States, a reduction in cement production
is environmentally positive. The use of a ternary blend mixture is doubly beneficial in that fly
ash and slag replace as much as 50% of the cement and, concurrently, and their use in concrete
disposes of waste products which are themselves potential polluters. Thus, while this research,
admittedly, was not born of environmental considerations, the overall result of the several years
of research on concrete bridge decks at UT is potentially significant in its potential to reduce
carbon emissions by some small degree.
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2.0 Literature Review
Durability is defined as the ability to withstand repeated use over a long period of time
without significant deterioration that could hinder performance. Several factors must be
considered when evaluating the durability of concrete, including permeability, chemical attack,
crack control, and physical deterioration. The planned application for the concrete dictates which
factors are more dominant in determining concrete durability for that use. When evaluating
concrete used on bridge decks, the primary concerns are the penetration of deicing salts,
shrinkage, and freeze-thaw effects. By increasing the durability of concrete bridge decks,
reinforcing steel will be better protected, thus helping to maintain structural integrity while
reducing future maintenance costs and increasing the bridge deck’s useful life.

2.1 Chloride Ion Penetration
Chloride Ion Penetration refers to the movement of chloride ions into and through the
concrete. Resistance to chloride ion penetration is of the utmost importance to the durability of
concrete used on a bridge deck. When chloride ions penetrate through the concrete and reach
steel reinforcement, the rate of deterioration of the deck will increase dramatically. These ions
will begin to corrode the steel reinforcement, and as a result the reinforcing bars will start to
expand. The expansion of the steel applies tensile forces on the concrete and can eventually lead
to cracking. These newly formed cracks expose the steel to more chloride ions, accelerate the
corrosion rate of the steel, and increase crack propagation, potentially resulting in serious
spalling of the concrete deck (Ryan, Burdette, Ankabrandt, Nidiffer, & Buchanan, 2014). By
increasing concrete resistance to the penetration of potentially corrosive elements, the onset and
rate of development of corrosion can be delayed or prevented, increasing the longevity of the
5

bridge deck. Although previously conducted research on the penetrability of LWC is limited,
compared to research on NWC, research has shown that LWC has an equivalent to or slightly
higher chloride ion penetration compared to similar NWC mix designs (Paul & Lopez, 2011).
The research reported in this thesis shows that, at 28-Days, resistance of LWC is inferior to
NWC, but the two are comparable by the 56-day test. There are two primary factors that affect
chloride ion penetration in LWC: the porosity of the aggregates used and the quality of the
cement paste.
2.1.1 The Aggregate
In order to meet The Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT) aggregate
specifications for absorbed moisture, expanded slate is the only lightweight coarse aggregate
used on state roads across Tennessee and therefore the only coarse aggregate used on this
project. TDOT specification section 903.19, Lightweight Aggregate for Structural Concrete,
limits aggregate absorbed moisture to ten percent or less (Tennessee Department of
Transportation, 2006). Other lightweight aggregates, such as expanded shale and clay, have
water absorptions in the range of 30 to 40%, above the TDOT specification. However, as the
maximum aggregate size decreases for expanded slate, the final absorption can be as high as
20% due to the manufacturing process discussed later in this section. The ¾” expanded slate
aggregate used on this project had an average absorbed moisture of 6%. Other artificial
lightweight aggregates did not follow this trend (Paul & Lopez, 2011). As this project is to assist
TDOT in developing specification standards for lightweight aggregate concrete with regard to
durability, the coarse lightweight aggregate was limited to expanded slate with natural sand fine
aggregate.
6

Lightweight aggregate is typically more porous than its normal weight counterpart raising
concerns about its effects on permeability. However, it is important to note the difference
between porosity and permeability, as high porosity does not necessarily lead to high
permeability. Porosity is the ratio of the volume of voids to the total volume of the aggregate.
Permeability, as defined by the American Concrete Institute (ACI), is the measure of ease of
flow for a gas or liquid through concrete (American Concrete Institute, 2011). The higher
porosity of lightweight aggregates can be misleading as to its resistance to chloride ion flow. The
high porosity of the aggregate does not necessarily lead to higher permeability of the concrete
deck as illustrated in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Visual Comparison of Permeability vs. Porosity ( (Liu, Chia, & Zhang, 2010)

Lightweight aggregate has a high degree of tortuosity that helps resist ion penetration.
The pores are not necessarily connected and can resist the entrance of fluids to the isolated pores.
When using a sand-lightweight concrete mix design, there is a relatively low probability of these
7

pores connecting and providing a channel for penetration to occur. If a lightweight fine aggregate
is used in conjunction with lightweight coarse aggregate, the likelihood of having pore
connectivity increases, resulting in a higher degree of permeability when compared to NWC and
sand-lightweight aggregate concrete (Liu, Chia, & Zhang, 2010)
Electron microscope images show that natural lightweight aggregates have more pores
and a higher degree of pore connectivity than artificial lightweight aggregates. A higher degree
of pore connectivity within an aggregate can result in higher permeability (Paul & Lopez, 2011).
Also, the individual pore connectivity of an aggregate can be evaluated based on either the water
uptake or absorbed moisture. Aggregates with higher potential absorbed moisture have higher
internal pore connectivity, indicates that expanded clay aggregate has more pore connectivity
than expanded slate aggregate. Smaller expanded slate aggregates experience higher absorbed
moisture and thus a higher degree of pore connectivity than larger expanded slate aggregates due
to the manufacturing process. To create smaller expanded slate aggregates, the larger aggregates
are crushed, exposing more internal pores. This situation differs from that in expanded clay in
that clay is sieved to separate out the finer aggregates and thus does not experience a notable
change in absorbed moisture as the aggregate size changes (Paul & Lopez, 2011).
Paul and Lopez showed that although both LWC and NWC fell within low to very low
permeability ranges that most LWC samples have less chloride ion penetration resistance than
NWC samples (Paul & Lopez, 2011). Mixes containing pumice from Ecuador had improvements
in chloride ion permeability resistance, while expanded clay, expanded slate, and pumice from
Chili all had lower resistance to penetration compared to NWC (Paul & Lopez, 2011). These
results are counter intuitive, as the internal curing should improve chloride ion permeability, and
8

it illustrates the effect of pore connectivity. However, 120 day permeability test on samples using
slate aggregate yielded comparable values to the normal weight samples, indicating that long
term internal curing benefits will counter the increased permeability of the aggregates (Paul &
Lopez, 2011). These mixes did not contain supplemental cementitious materials (SMCs) such as
fly ash, slag, or silica fume. The variation in results when using different sources of pumice
aggregate indicates the importance of testing using the same aggregates available to the region
where the concrete will be placed. The correlation between surface resistivity and rapid chloride
ion penetration is affected by the type of aggregate used, and thus regional testing based on
available aggregates and their source should be conducted (Ryan, Burdette, Ankabrandt,
Nidiffer, & Buchanan, 2014).
Saturating lightweight aggregate before mixing is very important, as it not only affects
chloride ion permeability but shrinkage as well. Aggregates that are properly saturated will have
fewer capillary pores and increased resistance to chloride ion penetration. By soaking the
aggregate, capillary pores are reduced within the aggregate, and the capillary suction that draws
water from the lightweight aggregate into the cement paste is increased, creating a higher quality
paste (Wei, Zhang, Xiang, & Wang, 2013). As the curing occurs, the capillary pores continue to
reduce in size, further inhibiting chloride ion movement (Ryan, Burdette, Ankabrandt, Nidiffer,
& Buchanan, 2014).
2.1.2 Quality of Cement Paste
When cement paste is well hydrated during the curing process, a higher quality cement
matrix forms. As noted above, the lightweight aggregate must be saturated before mixing.
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Concrete mixed with properly saturated lightweight aggregate benefits from internal curing and
thus creates a better cement matrix, improving penetration resistance.
Typical NWC develops a layer with a poor quality cement matrix around the aggregate
due to poor hydration, a phenomena known as the wall effect. As a result of improved internal
hydration, LWC will benefit from an improved interfacial transition zone (ITZ). The ITZ is the
interfacing layer of cement paste around the aggregate, taken to be 40 to 50 μm (approximately
0.002 inches) thick (Kong, Hou, & Du, 2014). The improvement in the ITZ decreases the wall
effect. The wall effect leads to the development of poor quality cement paste around the
aggregate due to a lack of internal hydration. In normal weight concrete the lack of internal
hydration can be a weakness, as the lower quality paste allows for higher permeability through
the entire concrete layer. However, due to the internal moisture held by the lightweight
aggregate, the cement paste is of much higher quality around the aggregate in LWC compared to
NWC. The diffusion ratio for the ITZ in NWC to LWC has been found to be on average between
0.7 and 21 with values less than 1 occurring for cement using silica fume (Liu, Chia, & Zhang,
2010).
Inversely, because the lightweight aggregate has pores that hold internal moisture when
properly saturated, better internal hydration produces a higher quality ITZ. By improving internal
hydration and creating a higher quality cement matrix and ITZ, the cement paste seals the porous
aggregate by reducing the wall effect to decrease the penetrability of the aggregate.
The quality of the cement paste controls the chloride ion penetration to a higher degree
than the aggregate. As the quality of the cement paste increases and becomes denser, the
permeability will decrease due to increased obstruction of potential ion paths through the porous
10

aggregate. The positive effects of a denser cement matrix can be achieved by increasing fines in
the mix design. The use of fly ash and slag, each of which are finer than cement, will decrease
the permeability of the concrete. Fly ash will potentially double electric resistance while silica
fume can quadruple the electrical resistance (Corral-Higuera, et al., 2011). The benefit of using
fly ash is enhanced by using fly ash that is finer and of higher quality as opposed to mixes with
the same amount of lower quality fly ash.
Curing: Hydration and Internal Curing
The type and adequacy of curing affects essentially every aspect of hardened concrete.
Proper curing will increase durability, strength, water tightness, abrasion resistance, volume
stability, resistance to freezing and thawing, and the effect of deicers (Kosmatka, Kerhoff, &
Panarese, 2003). The effect of moist room versus lime bath (LB) curing on the hydration process
is reasonably well understood. Similarly, the SR test is affected by the curing method used
before testing. AASHTO TP 95-11 recognizes this effect and specifies a 1.10 multiplier on SR
results for specimens cured in the LB. The multiplier on LB samples, as suggested by AASHTO,
indicates that the lime solution decreases the electrical resistance by 10% compared to SR values
measured on cylinders cured in a moist room. This reasoning is open to question as noted later
herein.
The chemical reactions that occur between water and Portland cement, known as
hydration, are of particular interest in SR and RCP testing. Cement hydration is a continuous
process by which the cement minerals are replaced by new hydration products, with the pore
solution acting as a necessary transition zone between the two solid states. Figure 1 shows a
graph of rate of cement hydration over time broken into 4 phases (Thomas & Jennings, 2008).
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Phases 1 and 2 happen in such a short period of time that by the time any concrete specimens are
stored in the appropriate curing condition, the hydration process has already reached phase 3.
Therefore, phases 3 and 4 are arguably the more important phases during hydration when
considering curing effects.
The rate of hydration is controlled by the rate at which the hydration products form and
grow (Thomas & Jennings, 2008). As the hydration products grow, they occupy the space that
was once taken up by the water. At the end of phase 3, typically around 30% of the original
cement has been hydrated (Thomas & Jennings, 2008). In order for further hydration to take
place, water molecules must find their way to unreacted cement particles. As the cement particles
become thicker during hydration, the process becomes slower (Thomas & Jennings, 2008). The
slowing of hydration can be seen in phase 3 of Figure 1. Two factors determine the cement’s
maximum attainable degree of hydration: the availability of space for hydration products and the
availability of water for the cement hydration (Lopez M. P., 2011).
The process of providing moisture for hydration from within the concrete is known as
internal curing, a process that LWC benefits from but NWC does not. Internal curing has been
proven to enhance hydration and provide important benefits (Lopez M. P., 2011). Water from
soaked lightweight aggregate (LWA) is absorbed by the surrounding cement. The internal curing
water needs to be described in three main ways: 1) the volume of water available for internal
curing, 2) the ability of the water to leave the saturated LWA when needed for internal curing,
and 3) the distribution of the saturated LWA so that it is well-dispersed and water can travel to
all of the sections in the paste where cement remains not fully hydrated (Schlitter,
Henkensiefken, Castro, Raoufi, & Weiss, 2010).
12

The ability of the water to leave the saturated LWA is due to the suction that develops in
the pore moisture within the hydrating cement paste (Schlitter, Henkensiefken, Castro, Raoufi, &
Weiss, 2010). As previously mentioned, the pores in the cement particles decrease as hydration
continues. This decrease in pore size increases the pressure due to suction pulling as much
available water as possible from the LWA (Schlitter, Henkensiefken, Castro, Raoufi, & Weiss,
2010). When LWA is well distributed and properly saturated before mixing, a more complete
hydration process will occur, creating a denser cement matrix. A denser matrix will decrease the
average pore size and thus increase the impedance of LWC.

2.2 Crack Control
The lightweight aggregate not only decreases the concretes density but, due to the
insulating properties of the aggregate, the thermal coefficient of expansion also decreases
(Byard, Schindler, & Barnes, 2014). Furthermore, by being less dense and, based on Section
8.5.1 from ACI 318-11 as a lower bound, the modulus of elasticity will also decrease as it is a
function of the unit weight and compressive strength of the specimen. These differences in
thermal properties are important to note for concrete to be used in bridge decks because the
modulus of elasticity and thermal coefficient directly affect the thermal stresses that can lead to
cracking.
As previously mentioned, the porous and pozzolanic nature of the slate aggregate also
allows for better internal hydration and a stronger interfacial transition zone (ITZ) compared to
the NWC samples. Of all the lightweight aggregate samples investigated by Byard, Schindler
and Barns, slate was the only one to report lower, albeit just slightly, tensile strength compared
to NWC. Clay and shale had similar or slightly increased tensile strength compared to normal
13

weight concrete (Byard, Schindler, & Barnes, 2014). Increases in tensile strength can be
attributed to the stronger, better hydrated ITZ. Potentially higher tensile strength combined with
lower thermal coefficient and lower modulus of elasticity help to mitigate potential cracking
issues which may arise from thermal stresses discussed in the next paragraph. These combined
effects result in a higher temperature change required to produce a strain in the LWC equivalent
to that of NWC. Also, due to the lower modulus of elasticity, LWC will have to strain further to
reach a tensile stress that could result in cracking. Furthermore, due to better hydration, LWC
samples can resist higher tensile stresses, a combination of circumstances resulting in a concrete
that is more resistant to thermal cracking.
However, LWC will experience an internal heat increase after the “final-set” due to the
excess hydration when confined in a fashion similar to that provided by construction formwork.
Final Set is when concrete is considered to be able to resist external stresses. The internal heat of
LWC due to internal curing is higher than that of NWC. The heat increase creates early age
stress relaxation from compression forces caused the concrete resisted thermal expansion. As the
concrete cools, the internal stress goes from compression to tension. A higher peak concrete
temperature normally will lead to earlier cracking in the concrete, except when comparing LWC
to NWC. LWC sample can have a higher peak temperature than a NWC sample and still crack
later due to the lower thermal coefficient. However, when comparing one LWC section to a
second LWC section, the one with the higher peak temperature should crack first, assuming both
specimens have similar mix proportions and aggregate type (Byard, Schindler, & Barnes, 2014).
The change in the thermal coefficient directly affects the thermal stresses. Overall, this
phenomenon would indicate that it is better to keep the concrete cool as it cures to minimize
14

internal stress, but not cooled to a point that would stop the chemical reaction that is developing
the cement paste.
Curing temperature is an important variable to monitor as its effects on cracking vary
from summer and fall concrete placements. Specimens cast in the summer, hotter months,
experienced a shorter period of time before cracking and cracked at higher temperatures. The
tendency to crack sooner when curing in the summer months can be attributed to the hotter and
drier environment that is typical of summer months, an environment that leads to higher amounts
of shrinkage (Byard, Schindler, & Barnes, 2014). The three variables that affect the shrinkage of
concrete include, total water content, paste content, and aggregate stiffness (Haque, Al-Khaiat, &
Kayali, 2005). LWC is affected by two types of shrinkage: autogenous shrinkage, caused by
cement hydration, and drying shrinkage. Overall shrinkage can be greater for LWC compared to
NWC, with the autogenous shrinkage playing a more prominent role in the overall shrinkage of
LWC compared to NWC. However, the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specification (Section
5.4.2.3) model used to predict shrinkage in bridge decks gives higher values for expected
shrinkage than was measured experimentally for lightweight decks (Cousins, Roberts-Wollman,
& Brown, 2013). This indicates that bridge decks are shrinking less than what they are designed
to be able to withstand.
2.2.1 Autogenous Shrinkage
Autogenous shrinkage is volume change due to hydration of the cement paste and can
cause early cracks resulting in serious durability concerns for concrete bridge decks. Factors that
affect autogenous shrinkage include the water to cementitious material ratio (w/c), the degree of
aggregate saturation before mixing, and fly ash use. All three of these variables - w/c, degree of
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aggregate saturation before mixing, and fly ash use - can be varied to increase the durability of a
bridge deck by reducing autogenous shrinkage and enhancing crack resistance.
When the w/c is between 0.4 and 0.3 the autogenous shrinkage accounts for 40 to 50% of
the total shrinkage in LWC. By decreasing the w/c to 0.26, Gao found an increase in autogenous
shrinkage of 25.7%. If the w/c gets as low as 0.17, nearly all shrinkage is considered autogenous
shrinkage (Gao, Zhang, Tang, & Liu, 2013). The study reported herein was conducted on
concrete mixed with a w/c of approximately 0.4 . As the ratio increases, the amount of
autogenous shrinkage will continue to decrease. The effect caused by changes in the w/c is a bit
counter-intuitive; generally speaking, a low w/c is associated with higher quality concrete and
less shrinkage. However, a lower w/c for LWC, while leading to higher strength, leads to
increased autogenous shrinkage. Thus, the increase in drying shrinkage with higher w/c is, at
least partially, balanced by the reduced autogenous shrinkage.
Autogenous shrinkage is also affected by the type of aggregate used in the mix. Research
has shown the benefits of having a porous aggregate which allows for internal curing and an
improved interfacial transition zone (ITZ). This internal hydration helps resist autogenous
shrinkage as well. If the aggregate is not properly saturated or properly hydrated, the mix will
experience higher autogenous shrinkage than that expected from properly saturated castings
performed in the lab. Lightweight aggregate that is not saturated will absorb mixing water and, in
essence, lower the w/c. In mixes using aggregate with no pre-wetting, there was a 25% increase
in the amount of autogenous shrinkage that was experienced compared to those mixes using
properly saturated aggregates. However, Gao also found the amount of pre-wetting beyond one
hour played a minimal role in the amount of shrinkage (Gao, Zhang, Tang, & Liu, 2013). The
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minimal amount of absorption beyond 1 hour can be attributed to the water uptake characteristics
of the aggregate. Lightweight aggregates have a higher initial water uptake before starting to
decrease as water fills the larger pores. Only a small amount of further absorption is
accomplished by the smaller internal pores (Paul & Lopez, 2011). Samples cast with aggregate
that had undergone the pre-wetting process for one hour experienced similar shrinkage to those
that were exposed to the same process for 24 hours. Wei notes, “The internal curing technology
holds promise for producing concrete with increased resistance to early age cracking and
enhanced durability” (Wei, Zhang, Xiang, & Wang, 2013). In mixes conducted in the field,
aggregate is wetted with sprinkler for 24 or 48 hours, dependent on the amount to be mixed,
compared to the aggregate being soaked in a water filled container in the lab. Thus, due to the
different pre-wetting processes used in field mixes compared to lab mixes, it would be fair to
expect field mixes to have a higher degree of autogenous shrinkage.
Finally, fly ash has a positive effect on autogenous shrinkage. Previous sections have
already shown that as the amount of fines, and the finer the fines are, the better the concrete is at
resisting chloride ion penetration. Similarly, as the amount of fly ash increases, the amount of
autogenous shrinkage also decreases. The use of 30% fly ash in the cementitious material
decreased autogenous shrinkage by 28 to 29% compared to samples with no fly ash. Thus, Gao
made the following conclusion:

“…fly ash as a filling powder material, does not take part in hydration at
an early age, which means that the content of the cement decreases and the
effective water-cement ratio increases because fly ash has replaced cement
equivalently. This leads to the relative augmentation of free water, which
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effectively decreases the autogenous shrinkage caused by self-desiccation
of the internal capillary microstructure.” (Gao, Zhang, Tang, & Liu, 2013)

The same trend is seen if the same amount of fly ash is used but with a higher quality or
finer particle size. The finer fly ash will fill pores in the microstructure more completely and
allows for a stronger micro-aggregate skeleton to help resist the development of autogenous
shrinkage. As the amount of fly ash increases, and as finer fly ash is used, the crack resistance
will improve (Gao, Zhang, Tang, & Liu, 2013). While no specifically applicable data are
available on the effects of slag on shrinkage of LWC, its effects would be expected to be similar
to the effects of fly ash.
In brief summary, autogenous shrinkage plays a large role in the overall shrinkage and
cracking potential of LWC. Based on these data fly ash should be used in mixes that are being
placed on bridge decks, and the w/c kept near 0.4 while assuring that all aggregates are properly
saturated before mixing.
2.2.2 Drying Shrinkage
Drying Shrinkage is the volume change due to water loss. LWC exhibits similar drying
shrinkage characteristics to NWC but at a more delayed age due to internal moisture held within
the aggregate (Lopez, Kahn, & Kurtis, 2004). LWC could ultimately experience more total
shrinkage compared to a similar NWC mix design due to a lower modulus of elasticity. The
lower modulus of elasticity creates less resistance to the shrinkage forces (Byard, Schindler, &
Barnes, 2014).
In a direct comparison between all lightweight concrete, LWC and NWC, a clear
shrinkage trend was noted. The all lightweight concrete and sand-lightweight concrete (LWC)
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experienced a drying shrinkage of 20 and 5% more, respectively, than the NWC sample of the
same strength over the length of the project. However, the LWC had a lower shrinkage rate and
lower shrinkage for the first 90-110 days. Ultimately LWC samples had a somewhat higher
shrinkage than NWC samples due to the slowing shrinkage rate of the NWC samples. The
shrinkage rate of the NWC samples slowed as they dried at a faster rate than the LWC samples
that benefited from internal moisture. Previous research has indicated as the percentage of
natural sand increased in LWC, the drying shrinkage was decreased (Haque, Al-Khaiat, &
Kayali, 2005).

2.3 Freezing and Thawing Resistance
A typical concern for any bridge deck is possible damage from the freezing and thawing
cycles caused by seasonal changes. Freezing is a cause for concern because as internal moisture
freezes, it will expand. If the moisture expansion volume exceeds the free volume, or volume of
air voids, an internal tensile stress will develop. This stress will result in cracking or spalling of
the concrete deck and weaken the overall deck if proper expansion space is not provided. As a
result, potential corrosive materials have easier access to the reinforcement. However, this can
be combated by entraining air in the concrete mix to provide the expansion space needed to
prevent higher stresses on the concrete.
Freezing and thawing issues with LWC, similar to NWC, can be avoided by using mix
designs that include entrained air while maintaining typical strengths. Air entrainment provides a
uniform distribution of voids through the cement paste. Previously conducted studies have
shown that LWC can perform as well if not better than NWC with respect to freezing and
thawing (Ozyildirim, 2008).
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LWC also benefits from the reduced freezing point of capillary moisture due to the reduced
radius of the capillary pores in the paste. Smaller pores are formed in the paste as a result of
internal curing, while the aggregate pores maintain a larger pore radius and thus a higher freezing
temperature. As a result, ice first forms in the lightweight aggregate instead of in the paste and
leading to significant internal stress within the aggregate (Wei, Zhang, Xiang, & Wang, 2013).
Some concerns for LWC that differ from NWC include the type of aggregate selected, pore
size distribution, and placement methods. LWC is susceptible to salt scaling because of the large
amount of freezable moisture introduced by the aggregate, a condition made worse in mixes
using a higher w/c. For this reason, the selection of an aggregate with proper soundness is
important. Lightweight aggregates are typically weaker and could fail from the stress created
from internal freezing moisture, causing concerns for LWC (Wei, Zhang, Xiang, & Wang,
2013). However, the aggregate pores could possibly serve as pressure releasing space similar to
entrained air if not fully saturated at the time of freezing.
Another concern is with the placement of the concrete mix on the deck. When placed by
pumping, the amount of entrained air will typically decrease. This behavior is amplified if the
concrete experiences a vertical drop during the pumping process. As the pressure of the pump
pushes, air is forced out of the mix, and as the concrete falls vertically, the air voids can expand
and dissipate, both resulting in a lower amount of entrained air at placement then when measured
during testing concrete taken directly from the back of a ready mix truck. These pumping effects
do not differ from NWC. Where the two do differ is in the saturation of the aggregate. When
lightweight aggregate is not properly saturated, pumping will force cement into the pores of the
aggregate, thus eliminating potential void space. However, the fully saturated aggregates pose a
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risk to the concrete deck. With all voids filled with moisture, there is no room for expansion if
freezing occurs before being exposed to drying conditions. Therefore, it is vital that LWC be
placed at a time that will allow for a drying period to occur before freezing can occur. It is
suggested that the concrete dry at least to a point where only 91% of voids are filled with
moisture after placement to prevent freezing damage (Ozyildirim, 2008).
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3.0 Testing Methods
When evaluating the durability of concrete, selecting appropriate tests and understanding
the information from those tests is vital. Typically, concrete has been evaluated based on strength
obtained from compression tests on cylinders. However, as noted below, an assessment of
durability is as important as compression strength. Due to the high variability of LWC, the
establishment of consistent and reliable test methods is especially critical.
If durability is to be assured, certain requirements must be included in concrete
specifications. The primary goal of a new specification should be to evaluate concrete based on
predicted durability which is a measure of the potential longevity of the deck. There are several
tests that can be used for this evaluation process, including, Shrinkage, Freezing and Thawing,
Chloride Ponding test, Rapid Chloride Ion Penetration (RCP), and/or Surface Resistivity (SR)
tests. As the focus of this research is a specification related to the penetrability of chloride ions,
RCP and SR testing are the primary tests conducted. Shrinkage tests were also conducted for
comparison and to make sure that concern was not neglected. Finally, traditional compression
tests were also used as an initial indicator of possible issues with mixing or curing.
The basic effects of curing on concrete strength and quality are well understood. In order
to perform a comprehensive evaluation and address other potential concerns with LWC,
compression tests and shrinkage tests were also conducted. A detailed description of each test
conducted and related comments follow herein.

3.1 Rapid Chloride Ion Penetration (RCP) Test
In order to conduct the Rapid Chloride Ion (RCP) test ASTM C1202, Standard Method
for Electrical Indication of Concrete’s ability to resisted chloride ion penetration, is followed
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(American Society for Testing and Materials). This test measures the conductance of electricity
through a concrete sample to provide an indication of concrete’s impedance to chloride ions.
Although an indirect measurement of chloride ion penetration, the RCP test has been well
established and validated by numerous research projects including a “Comparison of Two
Methods in Assessment of Chloride Ion Penetration in Concrete: A Field Study” (Ryan E. W.,
2011).
The penetration is predicted based on the electrical current that passes through the
specimen over a six hour period. The top two inches of a cylinder specimen is obtained and
placed in a testing cell with a sodium chloride (NaCl) solution on the top of the sample and a
sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution on the bottom of the sample. During the 6-hour testing
process, the cumulative charge that passes through the sample is recorded every half hour. Then,
using Table 1, the electrical conductance is used to give an indication of chloride ion
permeability. A higher degree of conductance is indicative of higher permeability or less
impedance.
Table 1: Chloride Ion Penetrability Based on Charge Passed ( (American Society for Testing
and Materials))
Charge Passed (coulombs)
>4,000
2,000 - 4,000
1,000 - 2,000
100 - 1,000
< 100

Chloride Ion Penetrability
High
Moderate
Low
Very Low
Negligible
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3.1.1 Testing Procedure
Although this method is called the Rapid Chloride Ion Penetration Test, by today’s
standard, it is not quick. The term rapid is in reference to the traditional ponding testing that took
months to conduct, compared to the two days needed to conduct an RCP test. The RCP test is a
two phase test, a conditioning and a testing phase, a majority of the time being spent on the
conditioning phase. A step-by-step procedure which follows ASTM C1202 was developed by
Eric Ryan for the research done at UT (Ryan E. W., 2011). The procedure is not repeated herein
because this method is well known.
3.1.2 Basis and Criticism of RCP Test
The RCP test has become the standard method for determining the chloride ion resistance
of concrete and is widely used across the concrete industry. However, this testing method
continues to receive extensive criticism because of variables that affect conductance but do not
necessarily affect permeability (Ramezanianpour, Mahdikhani, & Moodi, 2011). Factors that
affect RCP measurements include the temperature increase of the solutions used, the fact that the
test measures total ion flow and not just chloride ions, and that the readings are made before
steady state migration has been reached.
First, the principles behind what is happening during the RCP test are important to
understand. The concrete specimen is placed between a sodium chloride (NaCl) and sodium
hydroxide (NaOH) solution to establish an electrolysis type reaction. The positive terminal,
connected to the NaOH side, becomes an anode and the negative terminal, connected to the NaCl
side, which becomes a cathode when an electrical current is applied to the system ionizing the
solutions. After the solutions are ionized, the negative chloride ions (Cl-) and the positive sodium
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(Na+) ions are pushed through the concrete specimen, in opposite directions, to balance charges
in each cell. The rate of reaction is dependent on the two solutions’ rate of diffusion into the
saturated concrete specimen. As each solution diffuses into the concrete, the reaction rate will
increase, allowing for more charge to pass. The concrete acts as a large resistor. The total charge
passed is thus a function of the diffusion rate which is a function of the specimen permeability.
The simplification of this reaction is a source of criticism for this test. As the current is
passed through the solution and specimen, the temperature can increase due to electrical
resistance. For specimens with high permeability, the heat increase can be significant enough to
accelerate the chemical reaction, affect the chemical composition of the pore solution, and
possibly cause damage to the microstructure (Ramezanianpour, Mahdikhani, & Moodi, 2011).
Thus, as the temperature increases, the electrical resistance will fall and the current flow will
increase, indicating lower impedance than what is actually exhibited by the specimen.
Another source of criticism of the test is the assumption that the only ions passed through
the sample are chloride ions. This is considered an over-simplification as the pore solution of the
specimen, as well as the alkalinity of the cement and supplementary cementitious material
(SCM) used, will affect the chemical reactions. As the alkalinity decreases, the electrical
resistance will decrease but not necessarily the permeability. For example, using higher amounts
of silica fume can reduce the conductance by 90% but not necessarily decrease the permeability
by the same amount (Ramezanianpour, Mahdikhani, & Moodi, 2011). The effects of the pore
solution are mitigated in the sample preparation process by placing the samples in a vacuum.
This does not eliminate secondary reaction from occurring with pore solutions or the SCMs.
Furthermore, the use of tap water instead of deionized water can also play a role as the chemical
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composition of the local water sources changes.
The RCP test does maintain, however, a strong correlation with the typical ponding test.
For this reason and the amount of time it takes to conduct an RCP test compared to a ponding
test, the RCP has become the standard recognized by many in industry, including the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA). FHWA recognizes the potential flaws with the test but
justifies its use by its correlation to ponding and the idea that any of the factors affecting the test
that are not accounted for will indicate a higher permeability of the specimen than actually exist
(Stanish, Hooton, & Thomas). This fact, in essence, would say that the RCP test gives a lower
bound of the resistance of the specimen, meaning that the reading may not be 100% accurate but
the actual resistance of the specimen is higher than what measured by the test.

3.2 Surface Resistivity (SR) Test
Recently, states like Florida and Louisiana’s departments of transportation have begun
moving toward a specification which limits the concrete chloride ion penetrability.
Conventionally, this penetrability has been assessed through ponding or RCP tests as noted
above. However, in order to evaluate this concrete property in a manner efficient enough for
widespread use, a faster and more cost efficient test method should be utilized. The solution to
this problem appears to be the SR test.
The SR test utilizes a Wenner Probe to measure resistance on the surface of a concrete
specimen. Similar to the RCP test, the SR test is an electrical indication of the permeability of
the concrete specimen. Currently, AASHTO TP 95-11, “Surface Resistivity Indication of
Concrete’s Ability to Resist Chloride Ion Penetration”, is the standard for SR testing. Many
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research projects have identified a strong correlation between the ponding and RCP test and RCP
test to SR test.
Little research has been done to identify a correlation between the ponding and SR test,
Ramezanianpour has identified a strong power correlation between the two. For plain mixtures,
an R2 of 0.8660 with a power curve of y = 69.427x-0.595 was found where x is an RCP value and
x is the corresponding SR value. The correlation for all mixes gave an R2 of 0.8268 and a power
curve of y = 107.88x-.777 (Ramezanianpour, Mahdikhani, & Moodi, 2011). Although the
correlations are not perfect, they are convincing enough to trust that the SR test is a valid method
of evaluating concrete impedance. As previously stated, the SR test is much easier and faster to
complete than the RCP test. The RCP test, evaluated using Table 2, takes 2 days to complete
while the SR test can be completed in as little as 15 minutes for sample sets containing 3
cylinders.

Table 2: Chloride Ion Penetrability Based on Surface Resistivity (AASHTO)
SR
Chloride Ion Penetrability
High
Moderate
Low
Very Low
Negligible

4 inch x 8 inch Cylinder

< 12
12 - 21
21 - 37
37 - 254
> 254
Werner probe tip spacing = 1.5
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6 inch x 12 inch Cylinder
< 9.5
9.5 - 16.5
16.5 - 29
29 - 199
> 199

3.2.1 Test Procedure
The SR test is an index test and divides results into 5 groups based on resistance, as
shown in Table 2. It is important that each cylinder not remain outside of the curing environment
for longer than 5 minutes during testing. If the cylinder is exposed to the open air environment
for longer, the surface will begin to dry and affect results. The SR method is newer, less wellknown, and much simpler; therefore, a brief outline of testing procedures, also written by Eric
Ryan for an earlier project, in accordance with AASHTO TP 95-11, follows below:
1. Upon removal of the cylinder from curing conditions, make four indelible marks on the
top surface of the cylinder marking the 0, 90, 180, and 270-degree points of the
circumference. The specification suggests to randomly assign one mark as 0 degrees, and
then to move counterclockwise around the cylinder. These marks are shown in Figure 2.
It is also recommended to make longitudinal center marks on the sides of each cylinder to
use as a visual reference during testing.

Figure 2: Subdividing Specimen
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2.

Blot off excess water on the cylinder and transfer the sample to the specimen
holder with 0 degrees on top. A foam sheet was used as the sample holder in
place of the recommended specimen holder as shown in the specification. This
allowed researchers to roll the specimen to ease the testing process.

3.

Place the Wenner array probe on the longitudinal side of the sample, making sure
the longitudinal center mark is equidistant between the two inner probe pins.
Ensure that the probe pins are dampened prior to each reading. This step is
demonstrated in Figure 3. Also, avoid any surface void.

Figure 3: SR testing centered on the specimen. Note a water pan to the right keeps probes
wet during testing.

4.

Record the measurement from the display unit after the reading becomes stable.

5.

Rotate the sample from the 0 to the 90 degree mark, then 90 to the 180 degree
mark, and so forth. Continue to rotate the cylinder and record the readings until
one revolution around the cylinder has been completed.
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6.

Repeat step 5 one time. This second set of readings will be used to obtain an
average of two readings at each location.

7.

Repeat steps 1-6 for the other samples in the set.

3.2.2 Basis and Criticism of SR Test
The Surface Resistivity is used to provide a fast, indirect electrical indication of saturated
concrete impedance to chloride ions. First, the theory of how the SR test works should be
understood. An alternating current (AC) is applied to the two outer probes, and the potential
difference is measured between the two inner probes as seen in Figure 4. The current is carried
by ions in the pore moisture of the sample.

Figure 4: Wenner Array Test Setup (AASHTO TP 95-11)

The SR test can be idealized as a circuit. Based on a simple model, there are three paths
of conductance: (1) continuously through pore space (CCP), (2) discontinuously through pore
spaces and paste (CDP) and (3) insulated conductance through the paste (ICP) (Kong, Hou, &
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Bao, 2015). A visual representation is shown in Figure 5. The combinations of all three paths
form a total resistance, measured by the two inner probes and displayed on the testing devise.

Figure 5: The 3 paths through a concrete sample

The calculated resistivity depends on the spacing of the probes (Proceq, 2011). In the lab
an SR meter with 1.5 inch (38mm) probe spacing was used to conform to the AASHTO TP 9511 specification. However, the manufacturer recommends a probe spacing of 1.97 inch (50mm)
as more desirable. A wider probe spacing provides for a more homogenous flow of current when
evaluating samples (Proceq, 2011). A higher SR result, indicating high impedance, is desirable.
This test can be conducted on standard 4 inch or 6 inch diameter cylinders and on a concrete
structure. However, when sampling from a concrete structure, the degree of saturation and
especially the steel reinforcement below the test site has a significant effect on results (Proceq,
2011).
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3.3 RCP versus SR
As previously mentioned, the primary methods for determining the penetrability of
concrete samples are the SR and RCP tests. Both tests measure permeability indirectly through
an electrical indication based on resistance or conductance respectively. The SR test is an easy to
perform, non-destructive test which is also lower cost than any other test currently available
(Kessler, 2008), while the RCP test is a time consuming and laborious test. Fortunately, a strong
correlation between the two tests does exist.
The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) started a research program in 2002 to
evaluate all available electrical indicators of concrete impedance to chloride ions. The research
project correlated results from both RCP and SR tests. The two tests showed a strong correlation
with an R² value of 0.95 at 28 days. The strong correlation between RCP and SR values allowed
FDOT to eliminate the RCP test from their specification and replace it with the SR test in 2007
(Kessler, 2008). The previous UT research project, combining 28 and 56 day results, yielded an
R² value of 0.89 for SR versus RCP (Ryan, Burdette, Ankabrandt, Nidiffer, & Buchanan, 2014).
The strong correlation between RCP and SR values in the FDOT research and the relatively
strong correlation found in the previous UT research project provided justification for only
performing SR tests at the beginning of the current UT research project on LWC.
All SR tests were performed in accordance with AASHTO TP 95-11 as described above,
and all RCP tests were conducted in accordance with ASTM C1202. The two tests are,
theoretically, inversely related to each other based on the following equation:
1

σ=𝜌

Equation 1
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where σ represents conductivity (RCP measurement) and ρ represents resistance (SR
measurement (Ryan, Burdette, Ankabrandt, Nidiffer, & Buchanan, 2014). Thus, if everything is
perfect-- the samples are cured perfectly, the tests are performed perfectly, and the equipment is
operating perfectly and calibrated perfectly—the R² value should be 1.0; all the points should lie
on the “best fit” line. However, in an imperfect world where variables, both identified and
unidentified, abound, the probability of obtaining an R² of 1.0 is infinitesimal. The RCP test in
particular is rife with possible sources of error. The samples must be prepared for testing “just
right”, and for samples with high RCP values, the heat generated by the test itself can cause
inflated readings. The SR test, on the other hand, was deemed to be essentially flawless and
simple.
At the beginning of this research project, the plan was to perform only SR tests. Due to
the absence of a sound lime bath, the moist room in the brand new John D. Tickle Civil
Engineering Building (JDT) was used. Some unexpected results led the research team,
admittedly a bit late, to question the accuracy of SR test results on specimens cured in the new
moist room and to initiate significant further investigation. The investigation and its results are
described later herein.
One potential weakness, common to both the SR and RCP tests, relates to the effects of
SCMs such as fly ash, blast furnace slag, and silica fume. The addition of these materials to a
concrete mix has been shown repeatedly to increase the measure of the impedance of chloride
ions into concrete. For example, add silica fume to a mix and the RCP values are drastically
reduced, while the SR values go up markedly. Does the actual resistance of the concrete to the
penetration of chloride ions increase correspondingly, or do these SCMs simply affect the
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electrical indication measured by the two test methods? The ponding test is as close to a “gold
standard” as currently exists to assess concrete permeability. A correlation between ponding tests
and RCP tests has been shown to exist for mixtures without SCMs. Until extensive testing is
done to examine a similar correlation between the two methods and the ponding tests for samples
with SCMs, the question raised above remains unanswered.
The SR test is considered to be favorable to the RCP for both timeliness and accuracy,
even though the SR test is affected by many of the same variables as the RCP test: pore chemical
solution, effects of SCMs, and the debate of accuracy on permeability estimates through an
indirect method. However, because the SR test is a simpler and faster test to run, the sample
heating up is no longer an issue (Ramezanianpour, Mahdikhani, & Moodi, 2011).

3.4 An Upper and Lower Bound Theory
The SR test is a valid test and is a useful and practical option for testing when specifying
that concrete meet a minimum impedance requirement. However, when conducting SR testing
and writing a specification that is reliant on it, several precautions should be taken. SR results
from improperly cured concrete can be highly variable, giving a false indication of the ability of
the concrete to impede the penetration of chloride ions.
The 1.10 multiplier specified by AASHTO to convert SR results for samples cured in a
LB to those cured in a MR, supposedly accounting for a reduction in resistivity caused by the
lime solution, has not been verified by this research, nor has any support for the reasoning given
for that multiplier been determined from the testing. However, based on the test results for
cylinders cured in an improperly moist environment, a simple explanation for SR values obtained
on cylinders cured in a lime bath being lower than values obtained on identical cylinders cured in
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a moist room may be as follows. No matter how moist a moist room is, even with100% relative
humidity, it is virtually impossible for a cylinder cured in that moist room to be quite as saturated
as an identical cylinder cured in a lime bath. Simply, the hydrostatic pressure of the water in the
lime bath will logically lead to a more nearly complete saturation of the cylinder, thus lowering
the resistivity by some amount. Why ten percent? Only an extensive testing program can
establish that. An extensive testing program is needed to confirm that increasing the LB results
instead reducing of the MR results is appropriate. However, a stringent testing program may be
deemed unnecessary due to the SR being an index test. The evaluation table that distinguishes
between low and high permeability could be adjusted or recalibrated based on the concrete or
curing method used creating multiple indices.
The RCP test measures the penetrability of chloride ions into concrete; the SR test
measures the resistivity of concrete to the penetration of chloride ions. Thus, a low value of the
former is desirable; a high value of the latter is desirable. In order to relate the two in any
discussion of relative merits or of strengths and weaknesses of the two methods, a common term
will be useful. So, for discussion and comparison purposes, both methods may be said to
measure the capacity of concrete to withstand exposure to chloride ions—or to “impede” the
penetration of chloride ions into the concrete. The fact that one method’s low readings are
“good” while the other’s high readings are “good” is removed from the discussion by saying that
a high value of impedance, however measured, is desirable or “good.”
One conclusion drawn from the tests performed on this research project relates to the
effects of improper curing on results obtained from SR and/or RCP tests. In brief summary all
results point toward the following conclusion. Both methods are affected by improper curing
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conditions. Improperly cured concrete will lead to a falsely higher measure of impedance to
chloride ion penetration as measured by the SR test, while the same improper curing will lead to
falsely lower impedance as measured by the RCP test. Thus, it may be said that the SR test is an
“upper bound” method; the true impedance is no larger than that measured but may be smaller.
The RCP test, on the other hand, may be termed a “lower bound” method; the true impedance is
as least as large as that measured by the RCP test. From this conclusion one can further conclude
that, if results of SR tests are to be used in a specification, assurance of proper curing and sample
preparation should be included in the specification.

3.5 Shrinkage
The literature review has shown that shrinkage can be cause for concern for lightweight
concrete. The method used to evaluate concrete shrinkage is a direct measurement from cast
prism samples. For the purposes of this research ASTM C 157-08, C330-13 and C490-11 are
used. ASTM C490-11, “Standard Practice for use of Apparatus for the Determination of Length
Change of Hardened Cement Paste, Mortar, and Concrete,” established the requirements and
precision for devises used to evaluate this property including the specimen molds and
measurement device. The equipment used conformed to ASTM C490-11 (American Society for
Testing and Materials).
ASTM C157, “Standard Test Method for Length Change of Hardened Hydraulic-Cement
Mortar and Concrete”, establishes the process for preparing, curing and measuring specimens
(American Society for Testing and Materials). ASTM C330-13, “Standard Specification for
Lightweight Aggregates for Structural Concrete,” specifies any variations for testing LWC
(Materials). A summary of these ASTM’s and the procedure used for this project follows.
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According to ASTM C157, the Drying Room shall maintain 73 ± 3 oF with a relative
humidity of 50 ± 4% and checked twice a day with an Assmann psychrometer. A device should
be used to record wet and dry bulb readings continuously. For samples with aggregate passing a
2 inch sieve, a prism with a 4 inch square face and an 11.25 inch depth should be used. When
casting the specimen, a tamping rod shall be used to ensure the sample is homogeneous. After
casting, the specimens should be removed from the mold at 23 ± 0.5 hours after water is added to
the mix and an initial reading made within 0.5 hours of mold removal. The specimen should then
be placed in a lime bath for a minimum of 30 minutes to eliminate sample variation due to
temperature. Readings are then taken at 4, 7,14, and 28 days, followed by readings at 8, 16, 32
and 62 weeks. When water storage is used, the 4, 7, 14, and 28 day measurements are eliminated.
Finally, any labeling of samples should occur with a pencil or with a marker that is not
waterproof and does not contain a binder.
ASTM C330 specifies a couple of variations for LWC. According to this specification,
samples shall be made using 564 lbs/yd of cement and with an air content of 6 ± 1%. Molds are
removed between 20 and 48 hours after casting and stored in a moist room for 7 days. A
measurement is taken at 7 days and samples shall be moved to an environment chamber that
maintains 32 ± 2% relative humidity and 100 ± 2 oF. At 28 days the samples shall be removed
and measured within 15 seconds.
For this research project there were some slight variations. All specimens were cast in
accordance with the above mentioned ASTM’s and met initial dimension requirements. The
curing and testing frequencies varied from the ASTM. Upon removal from the molds the first 5
specimen sets were placed in a moist room (MR-84 noted below) and the last 4 were placed in
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the lime bath. Then, after 7 days of curing, an initial reading was taken. After the initial reading,
the specimens were placed in an environmental chamber. The environmental chamber used a
dehumidifier and heat lamps. The environment was checked and monitored with an at-home
weather station that maintained a 24 hour log. The log and the environmental chamber were
inspected daily to ensure the environmental conditions specified in the ASTM were maintained.
After the initial 7 day measurement, measurements were taken every 7 days up to 84 days, 12
weeks, after casting.
Due to the ASTM process used by the research team, autogenous shrinkage was not
measured. Autogenous shrinkage would primarily occur during the first 7 days of curing. Also,
the use of two different initial curing processes led to two different sets of data based on
specimen curing before measurements were begun, a situation caused by the fact that samples
cured in MR-84 had experienced some drying shrinkage before being introduced to the
environmental chamber. The problems related to MR-84 curing are described in the following
paragraph. The samples cured in the LB on the other hand had either none or negligible drying
shrinkage before the first measurement. Finally, due to the nature of the research goal,
lightweight mixes using various amounts of cement other than the specified 564 lbs/yd were
used.

3.6 Moist Room 84 (MR-84)
The research team made the move to a new building at the start of the project. The new
building had a moist room that was assumed operable, but a lime bath had not yet been
established. As testing progressed, SR results were predicting higher impedance than initially
expected; thus, the decision was made to begin RCP testing. During this time the LB was
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properly set up and checked to ensure that ASTM requirements were met for lime concentration.
SR to RCP comparison continued with samples being cured in both the lime bath and moist
room. The initial objective was to develop a LWC multiplier similar to the 1.10 suggested by
AASTHO as well as confirm the correlation between SR and RCP results.
After extensive testing several samples, data plots indicated that the SR to RCP
correlation was atrocious for samples cured in MR-84. As the lime bath was determined to have
the correct concentration of lime, attention turned to the moist room. The moist room, being
brand new, was mistakenly assumed to be working properly. It was set up by a private
contractor, and the outside gage was reading around 100% humidity. A researcher then noted
when retrieving cylinders that it was more “like a hot and humid day in Memphis” in the moist
room than the same feeling experienced in the TDOT Region 1 moist room.
The moist room was then checked for adequacy. The built-in humidity sensor was
checked using a psychrometer and an at-home weather station. Although both confirmed that the
proper temperature was being maintained, both also indicated that the relative humidity was
84%, much lower than the required minimum. ASTM requires that a moist room maintains at
least 95% humidity (American Society for Testing and Materials), but AASTHO TP 95-11
specifies 100% relative humidity for SR testing (AASHTO, 2011). Clearly, the humidity in the
new moist room was grossly out of spec. Henceforth in this paper the term MR-84 is used to
indicate samples cured in the inadequate moist room. Further investigation revealed the large
effect that proper moist room curing had, particularly on SR results, and raised questions about
the effects of different curing methods on SR and RCP test results.
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The cause for erroneous relative humidity reading was identified as the sensor being
placed directly in front of the humidifier port. Therefore, the humidity around the sensor was at
100% but the rest of the room was not. To remedy the issue a baffle was installed to deflect the
air coming from the humidifier port away from the sensor. After the installation of the baffle, the
room was re-inspected and found to be within specification. Results noted “MR” are for
specimens cured in moist room which met ASTM standards.
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4.0 Results and Discussion
This chapter summarizes and discusses the results of research conducted on LWC for
samples collected from the field as well as cast in the lab. The primary objective of this project
was to determine the impedance of LWC used on Tennessee bridge decks to the penetration of
chloride ions and thus contribute to a performance based specification that includes
considerations for durability. Due to other durability concerns, shrinkage testing was conducted
in conjunction with RCP and SR testing, the primary focus of this project. A description and
discussion of each of the tests conducted can be found in the Testing Methods chapter. A table
of all results collected on this project is presented in Appendix 1. Due to the number of variables
embedded in the results presented in this table, very little meaningful interpretations can be made
by looking at a comprehensive list. However, from the table it is clear that samples cured in MR84 had much higher SR values than those cured in the lime bath, much higher than the 10%
suggested in the AASHTO specification. This trend is clearly highlighted in Figure 6.

LB vs. MR-84 SR Result Variation
LB

MR-84

90.00

SR (kohm-cm)

77.24
60.00
34.86

29.74

30.00
17.18
0.00
28-Day

56-Day

Figure 6: SR Variation based on Curing Method
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4.1 RCP vs. SR
The correlation between SR and RCP tests have been well established, but little research
has been done to confirm that this correlation still exists for LWC specifically. Thus, the results
shown in Figure 7 are presented in an attempt to confirm the RCP vs. SR correlation for LWC. In
Figure 7 each data point is identified based on the curing method used for that sample set. To say
that the correlation was very weak is an understatement, although a power curve correlation with
an R2 = 0.380 does exist. The data were separated into those cured in MR-84 and in a LB to
identify the cause for such a weak correlation.

All Test Data

Surface Resistivity (kohm-cm)

125

100

75

Lime Bath
Moist Room

50
y = 3,996.437x-0.658
R² = 0.380

25

0
0

1000

2000

3000
4000
RCP (Coulombs)

5000

6000

7000

Figure 7: SR vs RCP correlation for all sample sets.

Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the correlations for MR-84 and the LB samples respectively.
When plotted separately, the sample sets from the MR-84 were identified as the cause of the
poor SR vs. RCP correlation for the project when all samples were included. The MR-84
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samples exhibited a power correlation with an R2 = 0.179, while the LB samples exhibited an R2
= 0.911. Due to this anomaly, a thorough investigation was initiated to identify the cause. As
previously described in the Testing Methods Chapter, an issue with the moist room was
identified and corrected. However, due to this error, primarily LB data are presented, and any
reference to samples cured in the improper moist room are noted with MR-84, with samples
cured in a proper moist room noted as MR.

Moist Room (MR-84)
Surface Resistivity (kohm-cm)

125

100
MR-84
75

50
y = 823.805x-0.374
R² = 0.178

25

0
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

RCP (Coulombs)

Figure 8: The SR vs RCP correlation for moist room (MR-84) sample sets
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Figure 9: The SR vs RCP correlation for lime bath (LB) sample sets

Finally, the results of this research are supported by comparison to the SR vs. RCP
correlation of three other projects. Due to the difficulty in comparing equations, a plot is shown
in Figure 10 to graphically compare this research to that reported by Ryan, Kessler and Smith
(Ryan E. W., 2011). As shown in Figure 9 above, the correlation equation obtained from this
research was:
SR = 109480.03 (RCP) -0.836 with R2 = 0.91

Equation 2

where SR is surface resistivity (kohm-cm) and RCP is the charge passed in the 6 hour RCP test
(coulombs)
The correlation equation obtained from the research of Ryan is
SR = 2982 (RCP) -0.651 with R2 = 0.89
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Equation 3

The correlation equation obtained from the research of Kessler and used by FDOT is
SR = 5801.2 (RCP) -0.819 with R2 = 0.95

Equation 4

The correlation equation obtained from the research of Smith is
SR = 16573 (RCP) -0.813 with R2 = 0.89

Equation 5
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Figure 10: A comparisons to other research correlations

The comparison to Ryan, Kessler and Smith results confirms that the inverse curve
relationship stays consistent for LWC using natural sand and expanded slate coarse aggregate.
However, the comparison also shows the variability in these curves. As Eric Ryan notes, Kessler
and Smith both used moist room curing while Ryan and Wagner, as plotted, use LB curing (Ryan
E. W., 2011). This discrepancy highlights the importance of developing correlation curves for
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concrete using aggregates consistent with those used in the area where the equation will be
applied and a mix design at least reasonably consistent with that being used in that area.
The curves can vary depending on mix proportions, curing method, aggregate source and
perhaps other variables not yet identified. When comparing SR values, the correlation used could
significantly affect the acceptance. For example, a SR value of 11.5 is considered to have high
chloride ion penetrability based on the AASTHO table, presented in the “Testing Methods”
chapter, Table 2. From Kessler’s correlation, the corresponding RCP value is 2,000 coulombs,
indicating moderate penetrability. From the correlation developed by Ryan’s research, the 2,000
coulomb RCP value correlates to an SR score of 21.2. The SR score of 21.2, based on the
AASHTO table, is considered to have low chloride ion penetrability. The point of this example is
to show that the AASHTO specification for SR is based on RCP conversions using a given
correlation. When mixing is done with different materials or in a different location, a different
correlation will exist and could be misleading if results are based off the AAHSTO correlation.

4.2 Effects of Curing on SR and RCP Results
The effects that curing has on these two tests is important to understand before
developing a specification requiring either's use. As the previous section shows, small
differences in mix designs or curing will change the correlation between SR and RCP values.
Variables that have been shown to affect RCP and SR results include curing method, cement
brand, the amount of time before reaching a proper curing environment, and the results even vary
depending on whether the concrete was mixed in the lab or the field. Developing a specification
that accounts for each variable would be extremely cumbersome. The condition of the sample,
specifically the degree of sample saturation, plays a large role.
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4.2.1 Sample Conditioning
The actual magnitudes of SR values are much more variable than values from RCP tests
for cylinders cured in the inadequate moist room, as shown above in Figure 8 and Figure 9. In
both figures the RCP values maintain a similar range, but the SR values have a much larger
range for MR-84 samples. The difference is RCP and SR ranges is an indication that the SR test
is more sensitive to sample condition and curing than is the RCP test. Samples used for RCP
testing have an extensive conditioning phase during which samples are vacuumed dry and then
re-saturated with de-aired water before testing. This sample preparation phase attempts to
remove any variability in sample conditions before testing. Samples used for SR testing are
removed from their curing environment and tested, only ensuring that the surface is damp. This
simple process makes SR testing much faster to complete but ignores the possible effects of
internal moisture or lack of it.
When SR tests are conducted, if a sample is not properly saturated, the test will indicate a
high impedance potential due to the lack of pore moisture that allows the current to pass, while
the actual impedance of the concrete may not be that high. When using the AASHTO
specification, SR results from samples cured in the LB should be multiplied by 1.10 to account
for a decrease in resistance that the specification suggests is caused by lime water curing
(AASHTO, 2011). The idea that SR results are artificially high when cured in a MR due to the
lack of internal moisture might suggest that it would be more appropriate to have a reduction in
SR for specimens cured in a moist room rather than increasing SR results for LB cured samples,
as the results from the lime bath cured specimens can logically be considered fully cured, thus
leading to more consistent results..
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To determine if the lime solution or the degree of sample saturation played a primary role
in the difference between LB and MR-84 results, samples from a casting completed in the lab
were placed in the LB, MR-84, and a plain water bath. The water for the bath was tap water and
not de-aired or de-ionized water. The results from this specific set of tests are shown in Figure
11. Due to MR-84 samples having been used for 28 day compression tests after SR testing, the
56 day SR results for MR-84 samples were not available for testing. Figure 11 does show that
samples cured in the water bath and those in the LB exhibited very similar SR results, with LB
results slightly higher. Based on this very limited testing, the SR test is believed to be affected
more by the degree of saturation of the sample than by the lime solution in the internal pores.
Why the specimens cured in the lime bath had slightly higher SR readings than those in the water
bath remains a question. Due to the conditioning phase, RCP results are not as affected by curing
conditions. This theory that the difference between moist room and LB samples is due primarily
by degree of saturation is further supported by testing discussed further in Section 4.3.1, where
lab and field SR results are compared.
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Effects of Curing on SR
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Figure 11: Comparison of water bath curing to MR-84 and LB curing

4.2.2 Effects of Specimen Saturation
Testing was done to confirm the effect of specimen saturation by testing a single sample
set of three cylinders taken out of the LB at 28 days and allowing the cylinders to sit in the lab
for 24 hours before testing again. Then the sample set was placed back in the LB and tested
again at 30 days. As Figure 12 shows, the SR value after 24 hours of drying, and then simply
dampening the surface before the test, has the highest SR value. The 28 day test gives the lowest
SR value, followed by the 30 day SR value. The 29 day SR test on a dry cylinder was the highest
SR result. The fact that the 30 day SR result was higher than the 28 day SR value is consistent
with other tests showing the continued increase of SR values through 56 day testing. This very
limited set of tests highlights the effect on SR results resulting from a sample’s being no longer
saturated.
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Effects of Drying Cylinder
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Figure 12: The Effects of Cylinder Drying before SR testing

Interestingly and perhaps coincidentally, the ratio of the 29-day result (8.5 kohm-cm) on
a dry sample to the 30 day (7.7 kohm-cm) test on the same sample that was saturated is 1.10,
identical to the multiplier suggested by AASTHO for samples cured in the LB. The 29 Day test
should be higher than the 28 day test based on the SR improvement with time as highlighted in
the next section. However, the significant increase is not expected simply due to time. The SR
values would be expected to increase about 0.25 kohm-cm per day for this sample set. At that
rate of increase, the 30 day measured result is exactly as predicted by this trend, and the 29 day
test is 14% higher than predicted. While the cylinder would almost surely stay more saturated
when left in a proper moist room than in a lab, the effect of specimen saturation is evident.
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4.3 SR Test Result Data
In order to identify major factors affecting impedance,
Table 3 separates samples into different groups based on amount of cementitious material, lab or
field, and cement brand. Averages presented in this table are for samples cured in the LB to
prevent any inconsistencies that could arise due to the inflated SR values caused by MR-84.
These values do not contain the 1.10 factor that is recommended by AASHTO, as no justification
for that specific multiplier was found from the tests conducted by this research. The table shows
that samples using Buzzi cement outperformed samples using Cemex cement, and lab samples
outperform samples collected from the field. At 28 days, mixes with 620lbs/yd averaged 66.4%
higher SR results in the lab than in the field. For mixes with 670lbs/yd the difference was 58.1%.
An interesting thing to note from
Table 3 is that as the amount of cement changes in each mix, whether cast in the lab or field, the
SR value changes only slightly for 28 day results. The 56 day results vary more, but no clear
trend emerges from these data. A trend highlighted at the bottom of the table is that samples
without slag have consistently had abysmal SR results. Samples without slag, all from the field,
have consistently performed the worst compared to any other combination of materials used on
the project. The comparisons made in
Table 3 are presented graphically in Figure 13 through Figure 15.
Figure 13 through Figure 15 show the SR result differences between using different
cement brands and field mixes. All of the values from lab tests shown in Figure 15 were from
cylinders mixed with Cemex cement. The cause of the large difference in SR values due to
different cement brands was not identifiable, at least partly because all samples collected from
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field castings used the same brand of cement (Cemex). While SR values are affected by different
cement brands, a correlation does exist between the SR and RCP for each brand, as shown by
Figure 16 and Figure 17.

Table 3: SR results for various Lightweight Mixes separated out for Comparison

Over the
Entire
Project
Lab w/
Cemex
Mixes Only
Field Mixes
Only

Mix Description
Buzzi
Cemex
Lab Cemex
Field Cemex
575 lbs/yd
620 lbs/yd
670 lbs/yd
620 lbs/yd
670 lbs/yd
Field w/ out Slag

Surface Resistivity
28-Day
56-Day
34.13
50.58
13.94
22.55
17.18
29.74
10.30
17.27
16.40
27.50
17.37
30.74
16.30
10.47
10.19
7.57

22.90
16.90
18.37
11.23

28-Day Lab SR Average Variation Based on
Cement Brand
40.00
35.00

34.13

SR (kohm-cm)

30.00

25.00
17.18

20.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
0.00
Buzzi

Cemex

Figure 13: 28 Day SR Result Averages by Cement Brand
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Difference in SR Average for Field Vs. Lab
20.00
17.18

SR (kohm-cm)

15.00
10.03
10.00

5.00

0.00

Lab Cemex

Field Cemex

Figure 14: 28 Day SR result Averages by Mix Location.

28- Day SR Average Variation Based on Cement
Amount used in the Lab vs. Field
Lab

20.00

Field

17.37
16.30

16.40

SR (kohm-cm)

15.00
10.47
10.00

10.19
7.57

5.00

0.00
575 lbs/yd

620 lbs/yd

670 lbs/yd

W/out Slag

Figure 15: 28-Day SR Result Variation Based on Cement amount for Lab and Field Mixes
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Lime Bath With Cemex
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Figure 16: SR vs. RCP for Lab mixes using Cemex Cement and LB cured

Lime Bath With Buzzi
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Figure 17: SR vs. RCP for Lab mixes using Buzzi Cement and LB cured
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4.3.1 Field vs. Lab Castings
Throughout the entire project there has been a large difference in SR results for samples
cast in the lab and those cast in the field during the placement of bridge decks. When a
specification is executed to evaluate placed concrete, samples will be collected from the field;
thus, finding the cause for the drastic change in SR values is important.
When samples are cast in the field, a few days may pass before reaching the lab. Field
samples are cast in accordance with ASTM standards and then left on the job site for at least 24
hours, often longer, before being transported to the TDOT region 1 office just outside of
Knoxville. The samples collected consist of 13 cylinder that are placed and transported in a large
cooler to help maintain a humid environment. Upon reaching TDOT’s region 1 office, the
research team is notified and retrieves the cylinders for curing and testing at UT. In all, when
compared to casting completed in the lab, field samples reach proper curing between 2 and 6
days later. Although mix quality control and proper aggregate saturation before mixing are
concerns, this delayed curing is of primary importance.
Mix quality control and aggregate saturation are important, but if an SR specification is
passed, the quality control likely will come as ready mix providers strive to meet the new
standards. For this reason the effects of the delayed curing should be understood in order to make
a fair comparison between samples that are able to reach the lab in a timelier manner and those
that take more time. To evaluate the delayed curing effects, a set of cylinders were cast in the
lab but placed into proper curing at different times. Samples were placed in the LB initially, at a
3 day and 7 day delay. Figure 18 shows the effects delayed curing exposure had on SR results.
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As the amount of delay increased, the 28 day SR value increased. This effect is important to note
when comparing samples that reach the testing lab at different times after casting occurs.

Delayed Curing Effects
SR Value @ 28 DAYS
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0
0

1
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7

8

Days Delayed into Lime Bath

Figure 18: Effects of Curing Delay on SR results

The effect of delayed curing on SR results conflicts with the comparison of Lab vs. Field
mixes shown in Figure 15. Based on the results shown in Figure 18, the field specimens should
be outperforming the lab specimens due to their delay in proper curing. The only variable left out
of the test above is the additional heat generated in the cooler from time sitting in sunlight at the
job site before transport. In order to test the effects of delayed curing and the additional heat,
another casting was conducted with a set of specimen placed in the MR, LB, and a third set
placed sealed in their molds for two days in an oven at 100 oF. After two days in the oven the
molds were stripped and the cylinders placed in the LB. Again, the specimen with the delayed
curing had the highest SR results as noted by “Filed Replica” comparison in Figure 19. Figure 18
and Figure 19 indicate that the field specimens should outperform the lab mixes. The reason they
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do not cannot be explained by the research reported in this thesis, but the relatively poor
performance of cylinders cast in the field raises serious questions about the quality control of
field mixing.

Field Simulation
8

SR Values @ 7-Day

7
6

6.8

7

MR

Field Replica

5.5

5
4
3
2
1
0
LB

Figure 19: Effects of Curing Delay and Increased heat on SR results

4.3.2 SR Increase over Time
Similar to essentially everything else with concrete, SR values improve with age. Figure
20 shows a strong linear correlation between 28-day and 56-day SR results with an R2 of 0.955.
Based on Figure 20, the 28 day SR value will be approximately sixty percent of the 56 day SR
results for LW. Figure 21 shows this same correlation, although slightly weaker, for samples
using CEMEX and cured in a LB. The 0.6 ratio of 56 day to 28 day SR results is consistent with
the results of tests on normal weight concrete in the project completed in 2013 by Ryan
Ankabrandt (Ryan, Burdette, Ankabrandt, Nidiffer, & Buchanan, 2014). Knowing how the
surface resistivity behaves after the 28 day test is important to understand when determining the
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ultimate durability potential of the concrete. Even more than strength, surface resistivity will
increase significantly beyond the 28 day test.

LWC Surface Resistivity (28-Day) vs (56-Day) Lime
Bath
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Figure 20: 28-Day to 56-Day Correlation for combined Cemex and Buzzi samples

LWC Surface Resistivity (28-Day) vs (56-Day) LB
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Figure 21: 28-Day to 56-Day Correlation for Samples using Cemex Cement and Cured in
the LB
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4.4 A Comparison to Normal Weight
Another concern is how the durability of LWC compares to NWC.
Table 4 provided comparisons between the two with respect to SR values. The LWC results
presented in Table 4 are shown with and without the 1.10 multiplier. The 1.10 multiplier is
included to allow for a fair comparison to the previous research project on NWC as the multiplier
was used on that project. To reiterate, no justification for this multiplier has been found by this
project other than its mentioning in AASHTO specification TP 95-11. These SR results are
reasonably consistent with what would be expected based on the literature review.
Similar to the previous research project, lab mixes have continued to perform better on
average than field mixes. The comparability of LWC to NWC is evident by the results of the 56
day UT Lab tests with Buzzi cement for LWC that averages 55.64 kohm-cm to the 56 day NWC
samples that averaged 55.1 kohm-cm for lab mixes on the previous normal weight project,
presented in
Table 4. These convert to RCP values of 554.57 and 459.84 coulombs using their respective
correlations. Both of these samples use Buzzi and were cured in identical fashion. The field tests
with Cemex are also comparable. Although NWC has a higher 28 day SR value, the LWC has a
comparable 56 day SR value. The LWC can be expected to catch up, in terms of SR results, to
NWC due to the benefits of internal curing.
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Table 4: LWC to NWC Comparability
Lime Bath (Without 1.1)

Lime Bath (W/ 1.10
Multiplier)
28 - Day SR 56- Day SR
(kohm-cm) (kohm-cm)

Previous NWC Project
(W/ 1.10 Multiplier)
28 - Day SR 56- Day SR
(kohm-cm) (kohm-cm)

28 - Day SR
(kohm-cm)

56- Day SR
(kohm-cm)

18.25

28.08

20.1

30.9

27.6

38.0

12.94

22.55

14.2

24.8

13.2

20.9

10.03

17.27

11.0

19.0

13.2

20.9

17.18

29.74

18.9

32.7

34.13

50.58

37.5

55.6

Entire
Project
All Cemex
Mixes
Field with
Cemex
UTK Lab
with
Cemex
UTK Lab
with
Buzzi

NOT TESTED ON THAT
PROJECT
42.0

55.1

4.5 Shrinkage
Nine sets of shrinkage prisms were cast and measurements taken. These samples include
the variables described below.


Set 1 – 2 specimens Buzzi Cement 620 (50-30-20) 8/12/2014



Set 2 – 3 specimens Cemex Cement 620 (50-30-20) 8/21/2014



Set 3 – 3 specimens Cemex Cement 670 (60-20-20 Field Mix) 9/3/2014



Set 4 – 3 specimens Cemex Cement 575 (50-30-20) 10/2/2014



Set 5 – 3 specimens Cemex Cement 670 (60-20-20) 10/30/2014



Set 6 - 3 specimens Cemex Cement 620 (50-30-20) 1/07/2015 with dry aggregate.
Water was added until slump reaches an acceptable amount



Set 7 - 3 specimens Cemex Cement 620 (50-30-20) 1/14/2015 with properly
soaked aggregate
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Set 8 -3 specimens Cemex Cement 620 (50-30-20) 1/21/2015 with poorly soaked
aggregate



Set 9 - 3 specimens Cemex Cement 620 (50-30-20) 4/09/2015 with dry aggregate.
Water reducer was added to raise the slump to an acceptable amount

These nine sets are separated out for comparison in Figure 22 through Figure 26. Sets 2, 4
and 5, shown in Figure 22, compare the amount of shrinkage as a function of the amount of
cementitious material used in the mix. Each of these mixes used Cemex cement, slag and fly ash.
A trend, consistent with previous research, shows that, as the amount of cement increases
shrinkage will also increase, although not dramatically.

Figure 22: The Variation in Shrinkage due to Changes in Cement Amount (lbs/yd)
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Sets 1 and 2, shown in Figure 23, show that less drying shrinkage is expected for samples
using Buzzi cement. Each mix used to compare the effects of different brands used 620 lbs/yd of
cementitious material and a 50-30-20 proportioning of cement-slag- fly ash. Similar to SR
results, Buzzi prisms out performed, in that they had less shrinkage, than Cemex prisms. The
variable causing this difference has not been identified by this research.
Figure 24 compares sets 2, a field mix, to set 5, a lab mix. The field mix shrank more
than the lab mix for samples containing identical mix proportions. To collect the field shrinkage
specimen the research team attended a local LWC deck placement, cast the samples and
immediately transported them to the lab for proper curing. A fixture was constructed to allow for
safe transport of the fresh concrete. Based on literature review, the amount of aggregate
saturation is suspected to be the difference between field and lab sample shrinkages.

Figure 23: The Variation in Shrinkage due to Changes in Cement Brand
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Figure 24: The Variation in Shrinkage due to Changes in Mix Location

Figure 25 illustrates surface cracking in concrete with improperly saturated coarse
aggregate. Figure 26 compares the effects of aggregate saturation on shrinkage. This figure
consists of samples 6 through 9. The field replica mix used aggregate that was saturated in with a
soaker hose for one hour to simulate the saturation method that is conducted in the field.
Typically, ready mix providers place light weight aggregate under a sprinkler for 24 to 48 hours
before mixing. When mixing with dry aggregate, some of the mixing water is absorbed by the
aggregate, resulting in little to no slump. When casting in the field, contractors need a slump of
around 6 inches before attempting to place the concrete on a bridge deck. In order to increase the
slump to this level, water was added to the mix conducted for set 6, and water reducer was added
in the mix conducted for set 9. Both sets of specimen using dry aggregate experienced minor
surface cracking that was not experienced by other samples during the drying process. These
cracks can be seen in a sample shown below in Figure 25.
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Figure 25: Surface Cracking of Specimen Cast with Non-Saturated Aggregate

Based on Figure 26 alone, no trend between degree of aggregate saturation and shrinkage
was found in this study. It should be noted, however, that the samples presented in Figure 26 had
a greater drying shrinkage than those presented in Figure 22. This higher shrinkage is caused by
curing samples 6 through 9 in a LB prior to testing. By curing the first 5 sample sets in MR-84,
some drying shrinkage occurred before the initial reading and is thus not reflected in the first
shrinkage figures.

Figure 26: The Variation in Shrinkage due to Changes in Aggregate Saturation
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4.6 Bridge Deck Inspection
As part of the research project, several LWC bridge decks were observed to make
observations about their durability. After reviewing five different bridge decks, the investigators
found no major issues to be concerned with. Each of the bridges had hairline cracking and some
places with spider web cracking that should be watched for potential scaling later. The only
concern that has come from these inspections is the surface grinding. Every single bridge that
was inspected had been ground and grooved to meet rideability and traction requirements. The
grooves make it more difficult to identify cracking than if the deck were smooth.
The ground surface raised concerns due to the large amount of exposed aggregate on the
surface of the deck left behind. Bridges had up to 95% of the deck with exposed aggregate. This
is a potential issue for lightweight aggregate concrete decks, as the aggregates themselves have
pores. When the pores are exposed, a channel opens up into the concrete for the depth of the
aggregate dependent on pore connectivity. Normal weight concrete on the other hand does not
use porous aggregate and, when ground, does not have these channels exposed. A comparison of
these two can be seen in Figure 27 and Figure 28.
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Figure 27: Exposed Lightweight Aggregate

Figure 28: Exposed Normal Weight Aggregate
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5.0 Conclusion
The durability and longevity of bridge decks in Tennessee is directly dependent on the
durability of the concrete used. The primary factors that affect the concrete durability are
shrinkage and impedance to the penetration of chloride ions. The original, primary objective of
this project was to identify a reasonable minimum SR value to specify for mix designs. Work to
accomplish this objective evolved into a study on the effects a number of variables have on
Surface Resistivity. These variables include aggregate saturation, curing method, effects of fines,
and even cement brand.
In general, LWC requires a higher degree of quality control than normal weight concrete
does. For example, accounting for aggregate saturation and the moisture content of the
aggregates is more sensitive than in normal weight concrete. The difference in aggregate also
brings new challenges. LWC benefits from internal curing and a better interface transition zone
but only if the aggregate is properly saturated. The internal curing should create more
autogenous shrinkage than normal weight concrete experiences, but the total shrinkage has been
shown to be comparable to that of NWC.
Proper aggregate saturation is the primary quality control concern for LWC. Poor
aggregate saturation can lead to pumping issues as well as durability concerns. The effects on
chloride ion impedance resulting from higher quality control with the lab mixes are evident by
their consistently outperforming field mixes. Although the field will never reach the same level
of quality control as that regularly obtained in smaller lab mixes, the difference can be decreased
by proper attention to specifications.
The inspection of five bridge decks have shown only minor cracking but raised potential
concerns because of the difference of LWC from NWC. Lightweight aggregate will float to the
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top of mixes, particularly exacerbated by improper aggregate saturation. Although contactors
have reported that it is cheaper to get a deck finished and grind it smooth rather than meet profile
requirements, the grinding exposes the lightweight aggregate near the surface. This aggregate
exposure is a potential issue for porous aggregate as the pore connectivity can allow initial
chloride ion penetration into the deck. If the deck is finished properly the first time, the grinding
will not need to be conducted, thus remove this potential issue.
Using a ternary blend is key to the production of concrete with a higher resistance to
chloride ions. Fines, such as fly ash and slag, help to create a denser, more defined cement
matrix. The use of these materials has been shown to significantly increase the impedance of all
mixes. The use of fly ash will also decrease the effects of autogenous shrinkage as it essentially
creates a higher initial water to cementitious ratio by not participating in initial hydration.
Testing has supported this conclusion; samples that do not contain slag, binary mixes, have
performed the worst. An argument can be made that any mix designed and placed with
durability as a high priority should be a ternary mix.
An unexpected factor in surface resistivity turned out to be the brand of cement used. The
cause for this difference has not been identified. Based on the mill reports, the cements appear to
have very minor differences. However, the results of this research clearly indicate that LWC,
when mixed with the same proportions, will shrink more, have less strength and much lower
impedance when Cemex cement is used compared to mixes using Buzzi cement.
Finally, when considering a permeability standard, the curing method must be
considered. The research has shown that the delay of proper curing will affect SR results. This
effect is believed to be caused primarily by the saturation of the specimen. Specimens that are
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more saturated would be expected to have lower SR values. The AASHTO specification hints
that LB samples perform 10% worse due to the lime solution. However, this research would
argue that most of the difference between LB and MR samples comes from the degree of
saturation within the sample. Therefore, when specifying a permeability requirement, one should
understand that the SR and RCP values are lower and upper bounds, respectively, and curing
effects should be accounted for.
Largely due to extensive variations in results between cylinders cast with Buzzi cement
and those cast with Cemex cement, specifying a lower limit for SR values was deemed
essentially impossible. A lower bound of 18 would not be unreasonable for Buzzi mixes; that
lower bound would be almost unreachable for Cemex mixes.
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Table A 1: Summary of data gathered to compare the effects of curing methods
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
f'c
(psi)
Casting
Date

4/17/2014
(1)
5/14/2014
(1)
5/14/2014

2828- day
day (LB)
4765 40.8

SR (kohm-cm)
2856day
56day
(MR- day (MR84) (LB) 84)
78.9
-

RCP (Coulombs)
28565628day
day
day
day (MR(MR(LB)
(LB)
84)
84)
-

-

10.2

16.9

14.5

34.7

6299

5031

3777

2582

-

5.7

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6/5/2014

6820

53.6

56.3

72.2

95.5

664

633

474

390

6/19/2014

5209

16.9

60.6

32.7

120.6

2507

2060

1282

1179

6/24/2014

6713

9.3

23.4

17.7

50.6

4150

2121

2154

1094

6/26/2014

4557

25.6

61.9

40.4

101.5

2392

1427

816

1647

(2)
7/7/2014

5641

6

11.4

8.9

19.5

6608

6729

4094

3440

7/10/2014

3898

10.7

44.9

19.7

75.9

3939

3126

1811

4386

7/10/2014

7402

18.5

23.9

29.5

43

2018

1517

821

1159

7/15/2014

6099

29.3

76.5

48.9

121.3

1165

1275

700

1271

7/17/2014

4985

9.7

29.7

16.8

63

4994

3142

2637

1649

7/24/2014

4871

13.5

50.6

24.3

83.3

3072

4001

1707

MR

6498

29.3

64.8

47.9

MR

999

1292

703

MR

6330

28.6

61.1

44.4

MR

1425

3388

806.00

MR

8/5/2014

4372

8.1

24

15.2

MR

5699

2580

2002

MR

(5)
8/12/2014

5290

31.7

29.3

49.7

46.4

1811

1144

672

777

(3)
7/29/2014
(4)
7/31/2014
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Table A 1: Continued
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
f'c
(psi)

8/21/2014

SR (kohm-cm)
285628day
56day
28- day (MR- day (MRday (LB) 84) (LB)
84)
26.6
MR
5610 14.5 MR

RCP (Coulombs)
28565628day
day
day
day (MR(MR(LB)
(LB)
84)
84)
2387
MR
1310
MR

8/26/2014

5344

10.2

MR

18.2

MR

4325

MR

1689

MR

9/11/2014

6564

15.6

MR

31.3

MR

2209

MR

1148

MR

9/16/2014

6616

17.7

MR

32.2

MR

2041

MR

1066

MR

10/2/2014

6784

16.4

MR

27.5

MR

2254

MR

1239

MR

(4)
10/21/2014

7349

15.5

MR

19.3

MR

NW

MR

NW

MR

10/22/2014

6343

10.8

MR

22

MR

4147

MR

1828

MR

10/30/2014

6550

16.3

MR

22.9

MR

1943

MR

1244

MR

Casting
Date
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Table A 1: Continued
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
f'c
(psi)

28day

SR (kohm-cm)
2828day
56day (MR- day
(LB)
84)
(LB)

1/7/2015

6821

21.6

MR

36.7

MR

1/14/2015

6499

21.7

MR

36.5

MR

1/21/2015

6615

17.9

MR

32.7

MR

4143

8.2

MR

13.1

MR

4336

7.2

MR

5494

7.3

7.3

4/9/2015

3788

7.7

7.8

4/9/2015

5114

23.1

MR

Casting
Date

(2)
1/21/2015
(TDOT)
(2)
3/18/2015
(2)
3/20/2015

56day
(MR84)

28day
(LB)

RCP (Coulombs)
2856day
56-day (MRday
(MR84)
(LB)
84)

SR. vs RCP correlation
has been confirmed and
RCP Testing Stopped

(1) All specimens came from a test pour at the Dandrige concrete plant. The first set of results
are specimens cured in the UT lab and the second are from specimens cured at Ready Mix USA
lab.
(2) Specimens are mixes without slag
(3) 7/29/2014 casting cylinders were exposed to a delayed entrance of 3 days (3DD) and 7 days
(7DD) to the lime bath
(4) 7/31/2014 and 10/31/2014 are normal weight mixes
(5) 8/12/2014 cylinders listed under moist room are actually cured in a water bath
LB- Lime Bath
MR-84: Moist Room (inadequate humidity)
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Table A 2: Summary “Moist Room” (MR-84) samples only
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR "MOIST ROOM" SAMPLES

f'c (psi)
287-day day

SR (kohmcm)
2856day
day

50-30-20 (575)

2210

4420

7.7

-

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

1510

3050

8.2

-

11/12/2013 UTK Lab

Buzzi

50-30-20 (620)

3311

5779

61.9

105.2

11/19/2013 UTK Lab

Buzzi

50-30-20 (620)

2816

5043

54.8

83.8

11/21/2013 UTK Lab

Buzzi

50-30-20 (620)

3025

5083

61.6

97.2

12/12/2013 UTK Lab

Buzzi

50-30-20 (620)

2384

3753

65.9

111.4

12/19/2013

Field

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

-

-

8.2

30.4

12/19/2013

Field

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

-

-

9.2

34.1

1/9/2014

Field

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

-

-

16.0

-

1/9/2014

Field

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

-

-

15.1

-

1/16/2014

UTK Lab

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

1,082

1,845

20.8

-

1/21/2014

UTK Lab

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

2,965

4,997

45.8

95.4

2/11/2014

UTK Lab

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

2,415

-

-

78.4

2/20/2014

UTK Lab

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

3,267

5,102

55.9

100.9

2/26/2014

Field

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

-

-

8.6

-

2/26/2014

Field

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

-

-

9.6

-

Casting
Date

Mix Site

Cement
Brand

Mix Design
(Cement,Slag,
FA)

10/31/2013

Field

Cemex

10/31/2013

Field
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Table A 2 : Continued
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR "MOIST ROOM" SAMPLES

Casting
Date

Mix Site

Cement
Brand

Mix Design
(Cement,Slag,
FA)

f'c (psi)

SR (kohmcm)

7-day

28day

28day

56day

2/27/2014

UTK Lab

Cemex

50-30-20 (575)

3,412

6,225

20.4

49

3/6/2014

UTK Lab

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

3,165

6,000

23.7

57.8

3/13/2014

UTK Lab

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

2,127

5,582

21.7

-

4/1/2014

UTK Lab

Cemex

60-20-20 (620)

2,742

6,002

29.9

-

4/3/2014

UTK Lab

Cemex

60-20-20 (620)

1,141

-

-

-

4/10/2014

UTK Lab

Buzzi

50-30-20 (620)

2,899

5,160

43.9

59.6

4/17/2014

UTK Lab

Buzzi

50-30-20 (620)

-

4765

78.9

-

5/14/2014

Field

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

-

-

16.9

34.7

5/14/2014

Field

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

-

-

-

-

6/5/2014

UTK Lab

Buzzi

50-30-20 (620)

-

6820

56.3

95.5

6/19/2014

Field

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

-

5209

60.6

120.6

6/24/2014

Field

Cemex

60-20-20 (670)

-

6713

23.4

50.6

6/26/2014

UTK Lab

Buzzi

50-30-20 (620)

-

4557

61.9

101.5

7/7/2014

Field

Cemex

85-15 (670)

-

5641

11.4

19.5

7/10/2014

UTK Lab

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

-

3898

44.9

75.9

7/10/2014

Field

Cemex

60-20-20 (670)

-

7402

23.9

43
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Table A 2: Continued
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR "MOIST ROOM" SAMPLES

Casting
Date

Mix Site

Cement
Brand

Mix Design
(Cement,Slag,
FA)

f'c (psi)

SR (kohmcm)

7-day

28day

28day

56day

7/15/2014

UTK Lab

Buzzi

50-30-20 (620)

-

6099

76.5

121.3

7/17/2014

Field

Cemex

60-20-20 (670)

-

4985

29.7

63

7/24/2014

UTK Lab

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

-

4871

50.6

83.3

(1)
7/29/2014

UTK Lab

Buzzi

50-30-20 (620)

-

6498

64.8

MR

(2)
7/31/2014

UTK Lab

Buzzi

50-30-20 (620)

-

6330

61.1

MR

8/5/2014

Field

Cemex

60-20-20(670)

-

4372

24

MR

UTK Lab

Buzzi

50-30-20 (620)

5290

29.3

46.5

Field

Cemex

80-0-20(565)

5494

7.3

Field

Cemex

60-20-20(670)

3788

7.8

(5)
8/12/2014
(2)
3/20/2015
4/9/2015
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Table A 3: Summary of Lime Bath samples only
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR LIME BATH SAMPLES
f'c
(psi)
Cement
Mix Design
Brand (Cement,Slag, FA) 28day

SR (kohm-cm)
28-day
56-day
(LB)
(LB)

Casting
Date

Mix
Site

4/17/2014

UTK
Lab

Buzzi

50-30-20 (620)

4765

40.8

-

5/14/2014

Field

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

-

10.2

14.5

5/14/2014

Field

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

-

5.7

-

6/5/2014

UTK
Lab

Buzzi

50-30-20 (620)

6820

53.6

72.2

6/19/2014

Field

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

5209

16.9

32.7

6/24/2014

Field

Cemex

60-20-20 (670)

6713

9.3

17.7

6/26/2014

UTK
Lab

Buzzi

50-30-20 (620)

4557

25.6

40.4

7/7/2014

Field

Cemex

85-15 (670)

5641

6

8.9

7/10/2014

UTK
Lab

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

3898

10.7

19.7

7/10/2014

Field

Cemex

60-20-20 (670)

7402

18.5

29.5

7/15/2014

UTK
Lab

Buzzi

50-30-20 (620)

6099

29.3

48.9

7/17/2014

Field

Cemex

60-20-20 (670)

4985

9.7

16.8

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

4871

13.5

24.3

Buzzi

50-30-20 (620)

6498

29.3

47.9

Buzzi

50-30-20 (620)

6330

28.6

44.4

Cemex

60-20-20(670)

4372

8.1

15.2

Buzzi

50-30-20 (620)

5290

31.7

49.7

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

5610

14.5

26.6

7/24/2014
(1) 7/29/2014
(2) 7/31/2014
8/5/2014
8/12/2014
8/21/2014

UTK
Lab
UTK
Lab
UTK
Lab
Field

UTK
Lab
UTK
Lab
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Table A 3: Continued
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR LIME BATH SAMPLES

Casting
Date

Mix
Site

8/26/2014

Field

9/11/2014
9/16/2014
10/2/2014

UTK
Lab
UTK
Lab
UTK
Lab

f'c
(psi)
Cement
Mix Design
Brand (Cement,Slag, FA) 28day

SR (kohm-cm)
28-day 56-day
(LB)
(LB)

Cemex

60-20-20(670)

5344

10.2

18.2

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

6564

15.6

31.3

Cemex

50-20-30 (620)

6616

17.7

32.2

6784

16.4

27.5

Cemex

50-20-30 (575)

(4)
10/21/2014

Field

Cemex

60-20-20 (670)

7349

15.5

19.3

10/22/2014

Field

Cemex

60-20-20(670)

6343

10.8

22

Cemex

60-20-20

6550

16.3

22.9

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

6821

21.6

36.7

Cemex

50-30-20(620)

6499

21.7

36.5

Cemex

50-30-20(620)

6615

17.9

32.7
13.1

10/30/2014
1/7/2015
1/14/2015
1/21/2015

UTK
Lab
UTK
Lab
UTK
Lab
UTK
Lab

1/21/2015

Field

Cemex

85-0-15(670)

4143

8.2

(2) 3/18/2015

Field

Cemex

80-0-20(565)

4336

7.2

(2) 3/20/2015

Field

Cemex

80-0-20(565)

5494

7.3

4/9/2015

Field

Cemex

60-20-20(670)

3788

7.7

4/9/2015

UTK
Lab

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

5114

23.1
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Table A 4: Summary of Samples Collected this Quarter; moist room is now noted MR,
instead of MR-84, as humidity issue has been corrected.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Casting
Date

Mix
Site

Cement
Brand

Mix Design
(Cement,Slag,
FA)

f'c
(psi)
28day

SR (kohm-cm)
28285656day
day
day
day
(LB) (MR) (LB) (MR)

1/7/2015

UTK
Lab

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

6821

21.6

MR

36.7

MR

1/14/201
5

UTK
Lab

Cemex

50-30-20(620)

6499

21.7

MR

36.5

MR

1/21/201
5

UTK
Lab

Cemex

50-30-20(620)

6615

17.9

MR

32.7

MR

1/21/201
5

Field

Cemex

85-0-15(670)

4143

8.2

MR

13.1

MR

3/18/201
5

Field

Cemex

80-0-20(565)

4336

7.2

MR

3/20/201
5

Field

Cemex

80-0-20(565)

5494

7.3

7.3

4/9/2015

Field

Cemex

60-20-20(670)

3788

7.7

7.8

4/9/2015

UTK
Lab

Cemex

50-30-20 (620)

5114

23.1

MR
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